A Worldwide Twist

Mornings are a little late than usual
But it is the new ‘usual’
Because ‘the virus and people are not mutual’
And of course, this statement is very factual!

Initially the days were very lazy,
Filled with some funny deeds that were crazy
But soon it turned out to be very boring
And the fun filled days started snoring.

A few weeks later, school did start,
But it was not like the days when we could go to the mart
It was fully online,
With a well- laid outline.

Shortly, offices and shops were dusted
As the virus could never be busted!
So, people could not stay home forever,
As their life goals were yet to endeavour!

And it continued for some time
While people across did not have a fun time.
Thus, a new timetable was invented
As the virus had to be prevented.
We will have to continue this for an unspecified future,
Because the pandemic has affected every single creature
   But do not lose hope,
   My dear folks
   Together we shall overcome this hurdle
   And enter a joyous world eternal!
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